THE CONFIDENCE TO SOUND GREAT

Training for professionals adapted from the world of voiceover – how to demand attention, connect and persuade using only the voice.

ABOUT US!

Claire Fry is a veteran voice actor who believes that the essentials of voiceover training – the Four Pillars of quality, connection, authenticity and storytelling – should be taught to everyone in every profession where communication matters. Since launching Vocal Confidence she has taught those techniques to clients and teams at multiple Fortune 500 companies, Stanford University, and around the globe.

IN-PERSON TRAININGS AND WORKSHOPS

- 2-hour, half-day and full-day hands-on workshops on topics including: The Four Pillars of Vocal Confidence, storytelling, authenticity, off-the-cuff speaking, and more.

VIRTUAL TALKS AND WEBINARS

- Signature talks include “Zoom Like a Voice Actor”, “Getting Heard: Women’s Voices In The Workplace”, “Open Your Ears: Embracing a Diversity of Voices” and more.

1:1 ONE-ON-ONE COACHING

- Targeted, specific, and actionable training in Vocal Confidence techniques for mid- to high-level executives. Ideal practice for pitching, presenting, and panels.

CLIENTS INCLUDE:

Google | Facebook | Deloitte | ThermoFisher Scientific | American Express | Anthem | Amazon | Goldman Sachs | Signifyd | Noom | National District Attorneys Association | Oppenheimer Funds | AppDynamics | Asana | and numerous other organizations in the technology, finance, health and non-profit sectors.

617-416-2641  claire@loudandclaire.com  www.vocalconfidencetraining.com